When
Virtual: RSVP on our room 1425
In-person: MSU Biomedical and Physical Sciences building (BPS)

We'll work for another 40 mins, then wrap up and see how far we got.

We'll take a 5-10 min break and discuss successes and setbacks.

A two hour co-work session, where we'll work on independent all of that data you collected or getting started on that Shiny app.

Have an R project you're dying to work on, but just can't seem to

Deadline for all applications is late-August 2022.

Any details that bear on an assessment of your application in light of your professional goals

1. Preparedness to succeed in a transdisciplinary environment

2. A cover sheet including:
   a. A description of the problem the fellow will work on (1-2 pages)
   b. How this project will advance a particular agenda of the community partner.
   c. A description of the professional development and skill development goals of the fellow.

3. Relevance of a fellowship experience to the applicant's environment (i.e., an environment that involves both academic and non-academic responsibilities)

The selection committee will comprise the C4I leadership and the

Our community partner will work with a team of three to four graduate fellows on a topic to be determined in partnership. The team and resource development.

The community partner for the 2022 TGFP is the Capital Area Community Partner of C4I by providing graduate students at MSU with cross-disciplinary and transdisciplinary research and a desire to

Our community partner will work with a team of three to four

We are seeking MSU graduate students with a strong interest in

We're continuing to program virtual events and opportunities here if they have moved on to the

You can
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or

That's it, and we'll send you the Zoom

The open access article can be found going to the Zoom

You can access the article in

Dr. Marisa Rinkus, TDI Associate Director, in collaboration with Dr. Julie Mennes titled "Opening the Black Box of Cognitive Challenge for Cross-Disciplinary?" appearing in

New Article from Dr. Marisa Rinkus in Oryx

"ESTATE" - a site-specific collaboration (2017) was described among others, a Bootlegger, a Bride, and an Indigenous Guide as preservation as an environment that can be revealed as something other-- something rich in immersive performance and digital
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